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Risk Acceptance,
Not Risk Ignorance
I recently heard a project
management instructor talking
to his students about risk. It was
an introductory class, and the
instructor asked the group to
identify the four management
techniques for risks. The question
itself was flawed—he wanted to
know the management techniques
for threats, which are different
(though overlapping) from the
techniques for opportunities. Both
threats and opportunities are risks.
But put that aside for another
article; the real issue I want to
address here is that the answer
he accepted from the group as
accurate was: mitigate, transfer,
eliminate and ignore. To make
matters worse, he then said to the
class that they might see “ignore”

referred to as “accept,” but that
they shouldn’t worry because it was
the same thing.
Wait…what?! No, it’s not. Ignoring a
risk is not even close to the same
thing as accepting a risk. And while
risk acceptance is a perfectly valid
response, ignoring it is not. But
if that’s what this instructor was
communicating, then I suspect it’s a
common misconception. So, let’s try
to set the record straight.
Why might a risk be accepted?
There are several reasons why
a risk might be accepted (and
acceptance is a management
approach for opportunities and
threats). Focusing on threats
(as that’s the more common
application of risk management), it
may be that there is no effective
active management approach that
is feasible. If there are no options
to mitigate or transfer the risk,
... continued on page 3
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and elimination is not warranted
(sometimes that means canceling
the project, or at least the
approach), then taking a “watching
brief” and accepting it is the best
choice.
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From the Editor’s Desk
After a long wait, and months of preparation the PMI Agile Certified
Practitioner (PMI-ACP) Study Group was kicked off on October 9th, 2021.
The Chapter has been receiving many requests since the beginning of
2020, to run a study group for PMI-ACP, following the footsteps of our
more mature PMP Study Group.
From PMI HQ, the article discusses Make the Most Out of Virtual Events. We
had two PRANKS session in September 2021 and in case you missed them,
we feature reports of the events.
On behalf of the board of editors I would like to
thank the contributors of this edition and everyone
who has supported in the preparation of this
newsletter. I hope you enjoy reading this edition.

Rafi Sani Hardono, PMP
Editor in Chief

Acceptance is also the default approach that is taken
for those risks that aren’t considered to be significant
enough, or imminent enough, to warrant more
active management. Instead, they are accepted and
monitored to ensure that they don’t become more
significant, at which point they may require a different
approach.
In both of these instances, the risk is still being
managed—it’s just a more passive management
approach. Someone owns the risk and reviews the
status on a regular basis. If it becomes more severe,
or if opportunities arise to implement more active
management approaches, then the risk is reassessed
and potentially the approach for dealing with it is
changed. Even if acceptance remains the appropriate
management approach, it is possible that any
contingency that is in place is updated or improved to
better reflect the risk’s current status.
Ignoring risks is a really bad idea
Contrast acceptance—the passive management of
a risk—with ignoring. As the term suggests, ignoring a
risk is essentially pretending it doesn’t exist. Not only is
there no active management, there is also no owner, no
tracking and no reviews to see if circumstances have
changed. At best, it’s simply a line in the risk register—
and more often than not, an ignored risk doesn’t even
make it into that because, well, it’s being ignored!
At the risk of starting us into a spiral that we’ll never
get out of, ignoring a risk creates a risk. The approach
to risk management, or in this case non-management,
exposes the project to new uncertainties that may
impact the ability of that project to deliver. The
true optimist will argue that ignoring a risk frees up
resources for other work because no effort goes into
monitoring it, and therefore creates an opportunity.
But in reality, there’s a new threat because no one is
considering that an element of the project might go
wrong without anyone realizing it.
Put simply, if a risk is tangible enough to be able to be
assessed and reviewed, then it needs to be managed.
Passive management in the form of acceptance is

perfectly acceptable, but that must still be a form
of management. If a risk is ignored, then the project
manager is allowing a potentially very bad situation to
develop.
How did we get here?
It’s easy to lay the blame for this situation at the feet
of this instructor, and certainly they deserve some
of it. But there’s a far bigger issue here. Too often,
acceptance of a risk becomes “pseudo-ignorance”
because the owner doesn’t review the risk on a
regular basis to ensure that nothing significant has
changed. And project managers don’t enforce that
review process because it’s easy to forget accepted
risks in an environment when there is a ton of work
to deliver—and many more actively managed risks to
address.
The simple fact is that many organizations fail to
encourage regular reassessments of risks as part
of their approach to project delivery. The initial
assessment and prioritization remain static throughout
the project, effectively relegating accepted risks to
ignored risks. Accountability for that must lie with
leadership, PMOs, project managers and all other
stakeholders.
The bottom line
Without risk acceptance as a management strategy,
projects wouldn’t get delivered efficiently. Every
initiative will have a number of lower priority and/or
hard to actively manage risks where acceptance is the
appropriate response. But risk acceptance is still risk
management. If it becomes risk ignorance, then that’s a
failure to manage the project appropriately.
Andy Jordan is President of Roffensian
Consulting S.A., a Roatan, Hondurasbased management consulting
firm with a comprehensive project
management practice.
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From
Board

PMI-ACP
Study Group

is Here!
After a long wait, and months of preparation
the PMI Agile Certified Practitioner (PMI-ACP)
Study Group was kicked off on October
9th, 2021. The Chapter has been receiving
many requests since the beginning of 2020,
to run a study group for PMI-ACP, following
the footsteps of our more mature PMP
Study Group. The preparation started with
recruiting the candidate mentors. Organized
by the chapter volunteers in the Education
department, a group of mentors committed
to study in a group (known as SG Zero,
or Study Group zero) and attain the PMIACP certification. During the process, they
brainstormed on how to best prepare for the
exam and later became the Study Group’s
learning methods and structure.
In the month of October, as part of the chain
of events surrounding the 25th Anniversary of
PMI Indonesia Chapter, the PMI-ACP SG01 was
kicked off. Crysanthus Raharjo, VP Education
officially opened the season and highlighting
that there will be a rigorous selection of qualified
candidates for mentees. The joining requirements
are active membership in the Indonesia Chapter
and obtaining the PMI-ACP eligibility ID. The joining
candidates are given 3 weeks to fulfil the requirements
and those not yet meeting the requirements will not be
able to continue for the remainder of the season. This
is similar to how the PMP Study Group is setup.
The SG01 Committee is headed by PMI Volunteer
Mentor, Ikhsan Basha as Head of Class, and supported
by his team of volunteers. The sessions will run
every Saturday. We hope that this new program will
bring more benefit to our members and provide an
opportunity for the volunteers to give back to the
community. During the kick-off session, the participants
were given the recommended references to read
through as well as the schedule.
The SG calls for a weekly stand-up meeting, just as an
agile team would have, to discuss a particular topic, or
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to express any doubts, roadblocks when completing a
chapter. Each group of mentees will be supported by
an assigned mentor (agile coach). There will also be a
review session, to go through chapters that have been
covered. There will also be simulation exams to gauge
everyone’s understanding. This is a unique approach
taken, because as the mentees study agile, they will be
taking an agile way of studying.
The Chapter would like to extend our appreciation
to the Committee and the volunteer mentors for
pioneering this study group, for all the hard work put
into starting up this program. We also would like to
welcome the 34 mentees who have signed up and hope
that the study group experience can fast-track your
preparation and hopefully bring you closer to obtaining
the credential.

Education Team

From
HQ

Make the
Most Out
of Virtual
Events
Empty conference centers were an early sign of the
pandemic as large-scale events, including professional
conferences, were shut down to stem the outbreak of
COVID-19. Unable to board a plane for business travel
or even to enter offices, workspaces and project sites,
we adapted to the new reality and pivoted to virtual
interaction.
Initially, the need to carry on took the form of virtual
meetings. But as the pandemic continued, we found
creative ways to connect for personal growth,
professional development, learning and entertainment.
The interchange of ideas is essential to success in
the business world, and this is especially true in the
community of project managers where contributions
to the body of knowledge and the sharing of best
practices support positive outcomes for all.
People have always found creative ways to respond
to difficult situations, and the virtual world has offered
us engaging and meaningful ways to come together
even as we remain physically distanced. We can listen
to musicians perform in a virtual symphony, attend
a virtual film festival from our living room or take in a
museum exhibition while eating lunch at our kitchen
table. Without packing a suitcase or booking a flight,
we can attend a lecture in another time zone or spend
a day at a business conference.
“When COVID-19 struck,” explains Julie Ho, PMI events
product manager, “PMI recognized the need to
find a way to keep the community together. That
connection—whether in person or virtually—helps keep

us human and beating the same beat, which is project
management. Building on what we’ve learned from
prior events in our Virtual Experience Series, October’s
event is built and will be produced for everyone,
regardless of location. We are really bringing everyone
together over the two days.”
But how can we make the most of these opportunities
that have been presented to us?
Make it a special event. With our work lives so
demanding, attending a virtual event offers a chance
for a “change of scene” and a break from routine.
Clear your calendar and be fully present. Like putting
on a pair of virtual reality goggles, the secret is to trick
the mind into thinking it is in a real-world environment.
Jacob Trefethen, cofounder of a virtual reality video
platform, explained to MIT Technology Review that
“the idea is to cut down on interruptions that remind
the viewer that the virtual world is, in fact, not real.”
As at an in-person event, a virtual conference offers
the opportunity to step away from the everyday to
refresh and imbibe new ideas.
Know your purpose. Priya Parker, a presenter at
PMI’s first virtual event and the author of “The Art of
Gathering: How We Meet and Why It Matters,” has
said that at the core of any meeting there should be
a sense of purpose for coming together. Choose a
virtual experience that supports your purpose. Are
you primarily interested in advice for advancing your
career? Do you want to understand new developments
in your industry? Do you need to learn how other
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project managers are adapting to the new world of
work? Review the offerings and choose presentations
that target the skill set you want to focus on. Don’t try
to do it all or you’ll wind up with virtual sore feet.
Familiarize yourself with the platform. Virtual events
can go by really fast. A little advance preparation can
enhance your experience and make it more productive
and enjoyable. Check the network requirements and
download any necessary software or apps before your
event starts. Many platforms offer you the chance
to engage with the presenters by asking a question
or providing feedback. Use the chat function and
networking tools to connect with other attendees.
Unlike real life, virtual events sometimes give you a
second chance to catch up on what you missed the
first time around. If extended access is offered, take
full advantage of the offerings by watching a session
you were unable to view on the day of the event.
Share the experience. Depending on your situation,
you might be able to gather with a few colleagues to
enjoy the virtual conference together. But even when
you are unable to gather in a physical space, you can
arrange a group chat while viewing a conference
session. Conferences may offer a discounted group
rate, and your group can carry on the discussion
afterward. Social media provides additional
opportunities to share and interact. Many events have
a hashtag, Facebook or LinkedIn group where you can
tweet or post your comments and read what others
have to say. Be sure to follow up if you have requested
information or promised to share some. If you receive a
survey form asking for your feedback, be sure to share
some impressions.
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PMI’s Virtual Experience Series, with speakers and
sessions to help you navigate the new world of work,
will return 6-7 October—the final event for 2021. This
two-day event will be broadcast live across regions
to accommodate our global community. In addition
to enjoying live sessions, other program sessions will
be available on demand through 31 January 2022.
The Mainstage schedule includes award-winning chef
and restauranteur Marcus Samuelsson, entrepreneur
Peter Hinssen and Time Magazine’s 2020 Kid of the
Year Gitanjali Rao discussing issues of global impact
and how to meet new challenges with new solutions.
The Working Wellness Theater will feature sessions on
maintaining work-life balance, practicing gratitude
and annihilating technostress. Ho, events product
manager, said that the event provides opportunities to
network, exhibits to explore and four learning tracks:
power skills, ways of working, hot topics and business
acumen. “We have designed the event to promote
human connection, bringing together rising leaders and
people from diverse backgrounds, all with the mission
of making change,” she adds.
Virtual events have a lot to offer. We all enjoy growing
our professional expertise and making connections.
Virtual events give you the opportunity to expand
beyond your physical boundaries and engage with
a broader range of people and experiences. With so
many benefits and inherent flexibility to accommodate
to our individual needs and schedules, expect virtual
events to stick around even as life returns to normal!
Digital Exclusive article developed for Project
Management Institute, Inc. by staff content writer Shari
Rathet.

From
MEMBER
First of all, thank you to PMIIC for the opportunity to share my short journey in
the past few months.
I registered into PMP Study Group (SG-17) on 4th October 2020, and decided
to “burn the ship” by ‘put-date’ on 6th October 2020 (before the Study Group
started), my plan for PMP exam on 14 December 2020. So, in the beginning I set
a goal-setting to get the PMP Certification by December 2020 before the new
PMP outline is implemented.
SG-17 started on 10 October 2020, this is my first-time learning PMBOX Guide
6th edition (I took my 35 hours course on 2016 and I’m still using PMBOX Guide
5th edition), and my first experience in the Study Group. It is also the first Online
Study Group due to Pandemic situation.
Itsnanta Muhammad Fauzan,
PMI-ACP®, PMP®, HCIP
Mentee SG#17 & Committee
SG#18 at PMI Indonesia
Operations Director – AMS
Dept. at Huawei Indonesia

I see a very good concept and methodology in the Study Group (SG) e.g.: Pretest, Post-test, Active discussion in the break out room, FAQ, Brain dump, Mini
quiz, Baseline test, Final test, Etc. Mentees must be active in the learning process,
and on the other side Mentors are always ready to provide guidance and share
tips and tricks.
The study group schedule is very tight, 1-2 times a week, in total there were
13 meetings. It’s challenging to allocate time and commitment to join all of
the sessions and finish all of the tasks, especially paralleling with my 24*7 daily
operation activities, sometimes emergency things happen during the SG session
and must be handled first.
After 2 months of Study Group and short preparation, I took the PMP Exam
onsite at Asaba, Jakarta on 14 December 2020 (200 questions for 4 hours),
Alhamdulillah! The result is Pass, and I achieved my goal.
Thank you very much to all the
SG-17 Mentors, Committees,
and Mentees for the motivation,
support, and togetherness
during PMP Exam preparation. I
really appreciate it.
After I passed PMP, I’m going
back to the SG. In the mentor
gathering on 18 April 2021, I
was appointed as the Vice
Head of SG-18 Class, this is
my opportunity to provide
contribution to the SG. I
established weekly meeting along
with Great SG-18 Committees
to prepare and ensure SG-18
readiness. SG-18 started on 5
June 2021, currently is ongoing,
and we target to finish on 28
August 2021.
On 7 June 2021, I took another
PMI Certification (PMI-ACP Exam) onsite at Asaba, Jakarta (120 questions for
3 hours), Grateful! The result is Pass, at that time only 38 PMI-ACP Certification
Holder in Indonesia, proud to be one of them.
Project Management, Agile approach and mindset are very important and
useful in daily working activities. On 1st July 2021, I was appointed as Operations
Director at Huawei Indonesia. Seems like PMP & PMI-ACP Certification as the
‘catalyst’ of this promotion ☺.
I would like to convey again my appreciation and thanks to all the Mentors,
Committees, and PMI Indonesia Chapter. I strongly recommend all PMP/PMI-ACP
aspirants to join the Study Group which is held by PMIIC.
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PMI Fact File
Statistics through 30 September 2021
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5G: Unlock The Future
For all people who were born in the ’90s or before,
it was a really marvellous thing experiencing how
pictures can be sent to the other side of the world
within seconds when mobile telecommunication
technology, normally addressed as a cellphone, made
it happen in the early ‘00s. By the evening of Thursday,
September 9th of 2021, Project Management Institute
- Indonesia Chapter along with 131 participants of
Project Management Knowledge Sharing, or simply
called PRANKS, are enlightened by Samuel Pasaribu,
VP Network Service Management of Telkomsel, who
explained the 5G Technology and how it will unlock
future opportunities.
ICT or Information Communication Technology, as

described by Pasaribu, is having changes and its
journey is a loop of topics starting from coverage,
capacity, capability, quality, customer experience, and
customer centric (and goes back to the start again).
As the customer needs are actually very varied, all
network solutions are needed at the same time; this
was then significantly considered during the start of
Industry 4.0 where the focus was on automation, user
experience, and “new customer”. This phenomenon
translates to the application of processing, robotics,
and/or analytics for automation process, the usability
of UI/UX (that stands for User Interface and User
Experience), and the changes of business model to
increase the customer profitability. Due to those,
the ecosystem was changed where ICT has been
transformed from a stand alone ecosystem into a
bigger one that consist of network, device, application
and connectivity, platform, and services.
Pasaribu then continued that in the future 5G unlocks
many things that cannot be done by the currently
leading 4G network. The 4G connection consists of
100/50 mbps with the data latency of 30 - 50 ms,
enabling voice over internet protocol, video streaming
and conference, cloud games, social media culture,
as well as telemetering and tracking. But why 5G? It
was broken down into three considerations that are
customer needs and expectation, technical business,
and the last but not the least, Business reasons.
What are the details of those three considerations?
What is actually 5G? Why is it very fast? Why is that it
will hopefully open more business opportunities? To find
the answer to all those questions, go to our recorded
session on PMIIC’s Youtube channel and satisfy your
curiosity. Feels like missing out because you cannot ask
questions? Then make sure you are not missing out on
these insightful sessions by checking our social media
and website regularly so that you can be among the
first to notice the event and secure your place in our
upcoming discussion.

Program Team
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PMBOK 7th Edition: A New
Approach to Manage Projects
Adi Prasetyo is no stranger to project
management society, especially in Indonesia
as he was once the Chapter President of PMI
Indonesia Chapter as well as PMI Authorised
Trainer and one of the contributors for the
PMBOK 7th Edition. Mentioning PMBOK 7th
Edition, PMI Indonesia Chapter arranged a
session with him on Tuesday at 7 o’clock in
the evening of September 21, 2021, for a
discussion about how the newly released book
will give a new approach to manage a project.
As a new approach, Prasetyo explained,
PMBOK itself is a journey on how the
development of PMBOK is advancing starting
in 1996 with the 37 processes written in the
1st edition to 12 principles and 8 domains
stated in the newest edition; it marks the
concept transformation from processes to
principles. The 7th edition will feature the ANSI
standard to describe the principles as well as
performance domain wrapped in the PMBOK
Guide that will give information regarding
domains, tailoring, models, methods, as well as
artefacts. Domains will be explained thoroughly
with brief information on the meaning of
the domains, their descriptions, comments,
and keywords. Gone are the process-based
project management and it is changed by
principle-based project delivery. Knowledge
areas, which means that it is explaining the
facts of information and definition of such
areas, is transformed into performance domains that
emphasize the outcome. The predictive approach
explanation is also changed by all the approaches
definition so that project managers can understand
the big picture. Deliverables as part of the output are
no longer being focused as it is shifted towards the
outcome and the benefit that entails. It is also not only
targeting project managers but also anyone involved in
the projects.
It is important to understand the PMBOK 7th Edition
whether as a seasoned Project Manager, to a freshly

graduated project newbie. There were 160 people
consisting of both PMIIC members and non-members
that joined the live discussion. If you are not one of
them, please check our PMIIC Youtube’s channel so that
you can learn the PMBOK 7th at your convenience. For
future sessions, do not hesitate to check our other
social media and website and drop us a question if you
have something to be explored or explained.

Program Team
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